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Time is running out to save the planet from irreversible damage from greenhouse gases but a remedy 
is at hand. 
Tony Blair must do what numerous MPs and most of the other political parties have already done - af-
firm the governance of global climate policy by the principle of contraction and convergence. 
As the all-party House of Commons environment committee put it: "The government must provide 
leadership on climate change this year, at the G8 and during the EU presidency, by committing itself to 
C&C as the framework within which future agreements to tackle climate change are negotiated." 
Ministers now openly talk of climate trends as being absolutely terrifying. We don't have to go there. 
We simply have to organise C&C now. The secretariat to the UN climate change convention says it is 
"inevitably required" to achieve the convention's aim - safe and stable greenhouse gas concentration in 
the atmosphere. 
C&C has four simple steps: 
1. Imposing a safe upper limit on the concentrations; 
2. A future shrinking budget in fossil fuel consumption is agreed to meet that limit; 
3. The international sharing of this budget is agreed, converging to equal shares per capita; 
4. The international entitlements arising are tradable between high and low emitters per capita.* 
Almost all political parties are committed to cross-party action after the election, establishing C&C as 
the basis for action as soon as possible. 
The Global Commons Institute is hosting a simple election pledge online.** It asks all prospective par-
liamentary candidates to support the findings of the Commons environment committee. 
C&C is in the manifestoes of the Greens and the Liberal Democrats and is the stated party position 
of Conservative environment spokesman Tim Yeo; supported by about 200 Labour MPs, Plaid Cymru, 
Scottish Nationalists and Respect; by the Church of England, the Corporation of London, the Environ-
ment Agency, the Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution and numerous other organisations. 
C&C has been the position of the Africa Group of Nations to the UN climate negotiations since 1997; 
178 MPs, most of whom were Labour, signed early day motions in the previous parliament endorsing 
C&C. 
Blair has been more vocal on the dangers of climate change than just about any serving politician. Yet 
he and his government have not endorsed C&C so far. They are also trying to weaken the already fee-
ble Kyoto protocol. Worse are comments from his chief climate civil servant who is breaking traditional 
civil service purdah by speaking in the middle of an election.
Apparently preparing to further appease the still reluctant George Bush for the G8, this man says: "We 
must accept the future may not be like the past and repeat a target and trading approach." If Bush 
gets his way, forget about "making poverty history"; the G8 is fruitless because climate change can 
make history of us all within a generation or so. 
We don't have to accept all that. We can affirm the C&C rationale instead. Write and encourage all your 
prospective parliamentary candidates to do that by taking the C&C pledge. 
Tony, this time God is on your side. The Archbishop of Canterbury has said that "anyone who thinks 
C&C is utopian, simply hasn't looked honestly at the alternatives." Taking the C&C route will make a 
credible leader of our prime minister and protect our children's future. 
* Briefing at: www.gci.org.uk/briefings/ICE.pdf
** Pledge at: www.gci.org.uk/climate-pledge/
· Aubrey Meyer is director of the Global Commons Institute
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In 1990 my daughter turned four. She came home from nursery school one day and 
asked, "Daddy, is the planet really dying?" Having become aware of climate change, 
I gave up a career in music and started a campaign to save the world from global 
warming.
My daughter had seen pictures on her classroom walls of dead and dying plants and 
animals. She'd also seen me crawling around the flat playing with her but also trying 
to figure out what to do about climate change. I was numb from the question. Smiling 
through gritted teeth I said something like, "I don't think so, darling. I hope not. But 
don't you worry, your Daddy will sort it out."
In November that year, as a member of the UK Green Party, I attended the UN in 
Geneva, where negotiations about climate change were being started. While the then 
Conservative Party leader Margaret Thatcher used the occasion to launch the first 
Gulf War, King Hussein of Jordan focused on the emissions that would result if all the 
oil-well heads in Kuwait and Iraq were blown-up. Arguing against the war, he spoke 
movingly about the distress in the Middle East, asking where was the "ecology of the 
human heart".
In 1991 the pollution from the burning oil wells was being deposited all over the plan-
et and I became involved in the effort to establish what is now known as Contraction 
and Convergence (C&C). C&C was a rational response to the objective and principles 
laid out in the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), which was 
agreed a year later at the Earth Summit in Rio and ratified into force in 1995.
The global objective of UNFCCC was to stabilise the dangerously rising concentration 
of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. These concentra-
tions rise as an accumulation of the gas emissions that come mostly from fossil fuel 
use, but also from changes to land use. Greenhouse gases trap heat, and the more 
these accumulate the more sun heat is trapped on the planet. The UNFCCC recognises 
that temperature rise has the potential to trigger runaway climate change and end life 
on the planet as we know it.
The important principles are precaution and equity. Precaution says that uncertainty 
when measuring rates of change must not be used as a reason for delaying the con-
trol of emissions, which must cease as rapidly as possible. Equity says that this re-
sponse must be rational, adequate and fair, lest it become a futile lottery.



By 1990, the world of UN climate change negotiations was uncannily familiar to me, 
having grown up in South Africa and witnessed apartheid. The new "sustainable de-
velopment" covertly mimicked the old "separate development". In this global apart-
heid, the poor majority of the world was once again the discard. 
While the poor – particularly in Africa – were getting a lousy climate-deal, some econ-
omists claimed that markets would take care of the problem by "scientifically proving" 
it was cheaper to adapt to climate change than prevent it – and that the rich could re-
spond by simply by shopping around for good deals. These included getting the right 
price for the natty new emissions-free energy technologies (like cars and windmills) 
and, as the debate progressed, shopping around for the number of trees that equalled 
their carbon footprints as they travelled on trans-Atlantic consumer sprees. 
This was rank madness. Climate change was already causing massive social costs and 
destruction around the world. And as concentrations were cumulative, things were 
obviously going to get much worse. If there's a tap filling a bath, to stop the bath 
over-flowing, the tap must be turned right off. To my eternal disgrace I called this 
trivial economics "the economics of genocide". 
Since the second world war – and in a pattern of overall income growth at 3% a 
year – one third of the world's population has been cumulatively responsible for 
80% of the gas emissions driving climate change. Yet in the same period the other 
two-thirds were responsible for 20% of emissions. To cap that, the climate-change-
damages driven by the pollution of the rich on the heads of the poor were estimated 
to be growing at a rate of 6% a year – in other words, at twice the rate of economic 
growth. 
So the debate was how to prevent climate change running away and making life on 
the planet impossible. The answer was "contraction and convergence" (C&C). But only 
if we acted fast enough to solve the problem faster than we were creating it.
But at present we are practising what one might think of as mutually-assisted suicide 
or "MAS". MAS is beyond MAD, which is mutually-assured destruction. Under MAD, 
fingers were poised over the nuclear buttons with each side saying: "If you push, I'll 
push first".
In the MAS of expansion and divergence, both rich and poor countries are driving with 
their feet flat on the accelerator playing chicken and effectively saying: "I won't lift 
my foot off the accelerator unless you lift yours". Consequently exhaust emissions go 
everywhere and climate change is described as an act of war by the rich against the 
poor, and vice versa.
During the period in which my daughter has grown up and become 21, C&C has at-
tracted enormous support. Yes there are detractors, but to them I say this: If be-
tween the economy of the human head and the ecology of the human heart you have 
anything better, please let us all know what it is.


